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Nos seules vérités, hommes, sont nos douleurs. 
 

        Alphonse de LAMARTINE 



Signs can be observed 



Symptoms can only be told 



Consequences of venous disorders: 

 Signs, that can be observed by the physician (and the patient too): 

 Dilated veins, skin changes, edema, lipodermatosclerosis, ulcers … 

 Symptoms, which are solely felt and described by the patient, not the 
physician  

 aches and pains, throbbing, discomfort, heaviness, swelling, etc …  

 Aesthetic consequences, which can be observed by the physician and 
diversely considered/contemplated by the patient 

 Disability 

 Impairment of quality of life 

 Complications 

 Expenses 

 Death 



Why do we need to measure 

Venous symptoms ? 

 To evaluate the severity of the disease at all stages of its evolution 

 To describe the effects of interventions : success or failure 

 To validate the choice of interventions (including socio-economic 
value) 

 Because the sole evaluation of signs is not sufficient 

 Because symptoms are important to the patient ! 

Remember : whatever the reason,  if the patient is not satisfied after 
the intervention(s) it is a failure. 

 

Intervention can be any action undertaken (e.g. compression, sclero, 
drugs, surgery, rehab, etc…) 



Why is it a difficult problem 

 There is no robust subrogate marker for venous disorders’ severity at 

grades CEAP 1-2-3 which are the most frequents (skin changes are 

better measured but only at CEAP 4-5-6 levels) 

 So called venous symptoms may have another aetiology (spinal, 

muscular, metabolic, etc …) 

 Symptoms are the patient’s own (not perceived by the physician), 

and can be the patient’s main concern / or not 

 Measuring symptoms is an empirical process using 

imperfect tools to appraise fuzzy feelings 



Available approaches 

 Reporting patient’s complaints after interrogation/examination 

 Physician generated outcomes = the paternalistic old time approach, e.g. 

: typically the VCSS (Venous Clinical Severity Score) 

 

 

 Measuring symptoms directly by means of VAS(Visual Analog Scales) 

 Evaluating Quality of Life or any other item through self administered 

auto questionnaires (generic or specific) 

 Patient Reported Outcome Measures = PROMs 

The patient is the final referee ! 



Is the CEAP classification of any 

help here ? 

 CEAP does not take into account symptoms much 

 Only one descriptor in « C »: e.g.:  

 C1s, Ep, As, Pr for heavy legs with telangiectasias  

 C2346s, Es, Adp, Pro for a severe and painful post thrombotic ulcer 

 But CEAP only classifies and does not measure 



VCSS and physician assessed 

outcomes 

 VCSS takes symptoms into account for a limited fraction of its total value:  

 Pain or other discomfort (ie, aching, heaviness, fatigue, soreness, burning) 

 From None = 0 to severe = 3 

 Out of 10 items = 3/30 points  = 10% of the total 

 VCSS value is evaluated and computed by the physician, it is under the 

influence of the Observer Expectancy Effect 

 However, VCSS is somehow correlated to PROMs  



VCSS 

10 Items 

 

Graded 

0 to 3 



Direct measurement of symptoms 

 By the physician: it underestimates actual pain (Tait, Chibnal. 1997) 

 By means of painkiller intake count: it does not prove satisfactory 

(Moquet, ANAES 1999) 

 Is usually done by the patient himself with Visual Analog Scale. 

Although 15% of patients are unable to use them (Jensen 1996) 

 A VAS is constituted of a 100 mm line with one extremity indicating 
NO PAIN, the othe WORST IMAGINABLE PAIN, the patient draws a 

mark on the line, the value is measured in mm from No pain 



When to measure 

 In similar conditions of time, temperature, occupation 





Relevance 

 Necessary to the construction of a protocol 

 Not too many in the same RCT 

 But VAS can be used for very specific items such as procedural pain, 

post-op pain, etc … 



Symptons scoring in QoL 

 Both generic and specific QoL self administerd questionnaires take 

symptoms into account. 

 Generic QoL still in use is Euroqol EQ 5D-5L, since it allows direct 
computation of QALYS for socio economic purposes. 

 Frequently used Specific QoL questionnaires are:   

 CIVIQ, AVVQ, VEINES-QOL, SQOR-V  
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Conclusion   

 Measuring symptoms is mandatory when evaluation of CVD is 

needed 

 It must be done by patients themselves: PROMs 

 PROMs are the ultimate outcome for health care interventions 

(Revicki 2007) 



Whether we like it or not, the 

reign of the almighty doctor is 

over, patients decide if they are 

happy with the outcome or not. 

 


